We consider the randomization of correlated, translationally invariant distributions of indistinguishable particles on lattices by random hopping, possibly involving several jump distances with generally different rates (and where double occupancy is excluded). Probabilities for various subconfigurations of n empty sites satisfy infinite closed sets of linear equations (for each n) in which the generator of the dynamics is selfadjoint. We provide a detailed spectral analysis of this generator for the two-point probabilities (or corresponding correlations) on a one-dimensional lattice. For just nearest-neighbor (1NN) and secondnearest-neighbor (2NN) jumps, the dynamics changes smoothly as a function of the ratio of the 2NN-to 1NN-jump rates up to the critical value ¼, where there is a nonanalytic transition in the dynamical structure. Generalizations are indicated.
and where double occupancy is excluded). Then, since hopping does not change the particle density on the lattice, no hopping terms appear in the rate equation for the probability that a single site is empty (or filled), but they do appear in the rate equations for probabilities of larger configurations (e.g. see Ref. 13 ). Here we are interested in the equilibrating or randomizing effect of hopping on, e.g. , the (equal-time) pair, triplet, etc. , spatial correlations.
In this work, we concentrate on the kinetics associated with random hopping by examining the associated randomization of "prepared" correlated adatom distributions. 
The correlations at time t can then be simply obtained
The real valuedness of the right-hand side (rhs) of (2.11) is transparent for the choice (2.9) of e(P) which, of course,
of course, so is cp(n)p(t) [and c (P) Hl. (0,m)]. To obtain the large-t asymptotic behavior of cp(n)p(t), we make a change of variable =8 sin (P/2)at yielding
=2~m' c(0)(at) ' +0( (at) ) .
(2.12)
Note that the dominant t '~b ehavior is n independent. The corresponding fp(n)p are formally given by a relation analogous to (2.11). Since fp(")p~ (fp) 
An important case is where the initial conditions correspond to a completely ordered (zero-temperature} structure. Here co~"]0 are periodic so the sum determining c((I)) is not convergent and a formal analysis is required.
A class of such problems is considered below.
C. Initially alternating filled and empty sites
. 00- 
The two-point correlations co(")o also satisfy these equations by virtue of constancy of fo. (3.10) and so the four-dimensional vector including e" in (3.6a) can be generated by repeated action of T on the A, -independent vector appearing in (3.7). The explicit form of the solution comes from diagonalization of T which has eigenvalues e satisfying (3.S) and corresponding to eigenvectors (l, e,e, e ) . Then it only remains to express (ep, e~, ez, e3) or (ep +y '(ep -e~), e~, ep, e~) as a linear combination of these. Now we consider, in detail, the requirements for avoiding exponentially growing solutions to (3.4). First we observe that if (3.5) is multiplied by e, it becomes clear that when e is a solution (T eigenvalue) so is e . Consequently the only way that the constructed vector (3.6) can be well-behaved (bounded with respect to n), for arbitrary eo and e&, is if all four T eigenvalues are on the unit cire(y) = -y+ -, ' (4+A, )y' --, ' ( 10+SA, +A, ')y3 +0(y') . 
